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Background: The four-way distinction between R-expressions, overt pronouns, null pronouns, and reflexive anaphors is assumed to be universal.
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Reflexives/reciprocals <+Anaphor, -Pronominal> Overt and null pronouns <-Anaphor, +Pronominal>

Binding constraints: an anaphor is bound in its local domain

Ex) Johni hates himselfi *Johni thinks that Mary hates himselfi

Binding constraints: a pronominal is free in its local domain

Ex. *Johni hates himi Johni thinks [that Mary hates himi]

Less clear distinction between reflexives and overt/null pronouns in Korean

caki ‘self’: a reflexive-like expression that can have a long-distance antecedent (O’Grady, 1987) ku ‘he’ and its derivatives: an overt pronominal-like expression
pro: a null pronominal (Y J  Kim  2000)

Research question: Is the distinction truly universal? What is the interaction of universal and language-specific factors in pronominal/anaphoric inventories?

Experiment 1: Weak Crossover (WCO) in main clauses Experiment 2: WCO in relative clauses

(1) h / / lf GEN th NOM h b ACC h l d (S bj t iti  i l d d  SOV)

pro: a null pronominal (Y.-J. Kim, 2000)

Tomi confessed to Mary that hei made a mistake: 톰i은 메리에게 KUi/proi/CAKIi-가 실수를 했다고 고백했다
Tomi-NOM Mary-to [hei/proi/selfi-NOM mistake-ACC did-COMP] confessed

(1) hei/proi/selfi-GEN mother-NOM each boyi-ACC helped (Subject position, canonical word order: SOV)
(2) Each boyi-ACC hei/proi/selfi-GEN mother-NOM helped (Subject position, scrambled word order: OSV)

‘hisi/(hisi)/selfi’s mother helped each boyi.’
(3) Each boyi-NOM hei/proi/selfi-GEN mother-ACC helped (Object position, canonical word order: SOV)
(4) hei/proi/selfi-GEN mother-ACC each boy-NOM helped (Object position, scrambled word order: OSV)

‘Each boyi helped hisi/(hisi)/selfi’s mother’

(5) [RCOpi __ i hei/proi/selfi-GEN mother-ACC     persuaded-RC.marker] studenti Subject RC: No WCO
‘the studenti who persuaded hisi/proi/self’si mother’

(6) [RCOpi hei/proi/selfi-GEN mother-NOM     __ i persuaded-RC.marker] studenti Object RC:  WCO
‘the studenti who hisi/proi/self’si mother persuaded’

Predictions

Pronoun (KU ‘he’, pro) in the subject position should not be bound by object (WCO effect); (1) should be bad. Object RCs should show degraded acceptability compared to subject RCs due to WCO effect.( , p ) j p y j ( ); ( )
Pronoun (KU ‘he’, pro) should be free in its local domain; (3) & (4) should be bad or degraded.
Reflexive (CAKI ‘self’) should be bound by a (c-commanding) antecedent; (1) & (2) should be bad or degraded. 

j g p y p j
Object RCs with KU ‘he’, pro ‘(he)’, CAKI ‘self’ should be less acceptable than their 

corresponding subject RCs.

Method: 3x4 design, 28 Korean speakers, 24 sets of sentences, 1-5 rating scale (1: very strange, 5: very natural) Method: 3x2 design, 10 Korean speakers, 30 sets of sentences, 1-5 rating scale (1: very strange, 5: very natural)

Results: Results:

Discussion
Overt pronoun ku ‘he’ Pro (null pronominal)Overt pronoun ku he  

Overt pronoun in the subject position can be bound by an object, contrary to English (Gordon & 
Hendrick, 1997).

The equally low acceptability of subject and object RCs with the overt pronoun suggests that 
this unacceptability is independent of WCO: the overt pronoun is not available for variable binding. 
The deictic interpretation may be contextually possible but is unavailable in stimuli out of context 

(see Kang 1998 for development of ku ‘he’ from a demonstrative meaning ‘that’). Overt pronouns 
in Korean behave like R-expressions. 

Pro (null pronominal)
pro in subject position can be bound by an object, similar to the overt pronoun.
The lower acceptability of object RCs compared to subject RCs with pro suggests that pro can be 

used as  a bound variable.
Reflexive caki ‘self’

The reflexive can appear in the subject position if it follows the binder under scrambling (2). 
Object RCs with caki ‘self’ were rated lowest in Experiment 2, showing the strongest WCO effect. 

This suggests that caki ‘self’ behaves like a bona fide bound variable. 

Conclusions
In Korean, bound variable interpretation is distributed across reflexive-like element (caki ‘self) and null 

pronominal forms (pro) with caki being a preferred form of bound variable. 
Korean does not have true overt pronominals. 
The Overt Pronoun Constraint (Montalbetti, 1984) restricting bound variable behavior to pro does not 

apply to Korean. 

Variation in language particular anaphoric inventories is greater than is usually assumed. 

Future study: On-line experiments are being prepared to examine the processing profiles of anaphoric 
inventories in Korean.


